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Visualization

of CAMP Receptor Protein-induced
by Electron Microscopy

DNA

Kinking

Thta effect of specific I)SA binding of the cAllI 1’ cA,\l P receptor protein complex
to two DNA fragments (SO! and 2685 base-pairsin length) containing the lac
c,prron has been investigated by electron micwscopy. Tt is shown that specific
DEA binding of the CAMP. CAMP receptor protein complex induces a kink of 30
to 45” in the DNA with the apex of the kink located at the site of protein
at,tachment. These findings lend direct visual support’ for the kinking hypothesis
based on t,he observation
of anomalous
electrophoretic
mobility
of DNA
fragments containing specifically bound cA;\MPreceptor protein.

The (LAMP receptor prot,ein regulates the transwiption of at least 15 genes in
Ihc/rr,richia
coli by binding in the presence of v;\MT to specific target sites neat
eac*h gene it regulates
(dc (‘romhrugghe
Br Pastan.
19’iX: Ebright.
198%; de
(‘romhrugghe tt al., 1984). Tn some cases,this int)eraction stimulates transcription
(e.g. in the lac operon). whereas in others it repressestranscription (e.g. the (‘RF’?
atruvtural gene). Little is known ahout t.he structure
of’ specific CRP. IIS;Z
c~omplvxes.Supercoil unwinding studies demonstrated that the ha,ndedness of’ the
I)NA

helix

is unchanged

upon

specific

binding

of’ C’RP (Kolh

8: But.

1982).

This

~vas c.onfirmcd hy circular dichroism studies on (‘RI’ complexes with short I)NA
oliyonuc~lcot,i(~(~s
comprising spwific target sites, M-hicthfurt’her indica,ted that (‘RF’
induws a conformational change in the I)NA. charac+cristic of a B to C’ transition
(Fried & (%others. 1983: Martin et al., 1983). More rec.ently. elect’rophoretic studies
havtb shown that specific (‘RI’ hinding significantly reduwd the clwtSrophoretic~
mobility of I)SA fragments, 100 to 300 base-pairs in Iength (Kolh Pf al.. 19X3:
(‘rothvrs & Fried. 1983; \I’u & Crothcrs. 19X4). These findings led to the
suggestion that (IRP hinding induces DEA hending (\l’u & (‘rothers. 1984). This
l)roposa1 is attravtivc, as modelling studies bawd on the 2.9 .A resolution crystal
struvlure of the vAMP.CRP complex (McKay & Steitz. 19X1) suggest that DE;A
kinking can potentially inwease the number of cwnt’acts hetn-een (‘RF’ and right,handed 1)SA (Steitz et al., 19%). Tn order to test the kinking hypothesis, we haw
c:arried out an electron microscopy study on specific (‘RF’ . DNA complexes. Tht.
electron miwographs obtained, lend direct visual sui)port for (+X;CIT’. CRT’-induwd
I)NA

kinking.

The I)9A fragment)s used in these studies were derived from the pUR2 plasmid
(Riither. 1980) and the bacteriophage MlSmpd (Gronenborn & Messing, 1978).
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l:rc:. I, Schematic
represvntatiun
of’ the 2 iJN.4 fragmrnts
etnployved
in the rlevtr.on
microscop>
studies. The if585 bp PdI fragment
vowids
of linearized
plTR2 I)S.-\ and was prepsred
RS fhllo~~
KRIAR11.~~p~~R:!
(Riither.
1980) wu gronn
overnight
and plasmid
I)Sr\
was purifird
according
to
Birnboim
$ Dols (1979). Supercoiled
1)N.A (20 ~1 at a UMY~ of 1 ~gi/L) was digested
with Psll.
retracted
with phenol and precipitated
with &ha&.
Completion
of the linearization
was verified
by
(Schmitt,
1981) is located
ngaroxe
gel electrophorrsis.
The (‘RFspecific*
sit,x of t,he /nc operon
approximately
in the middle of the fragment
as indirated.
The underlined
bases indicate, those that ur’e
part of the vonscnsus sequence ,\A-TI:‘l’(:.\
-?~--(‘A-making up specific (‘RI’ targrt
sites (Ebright.
1988). The 301 bp fragment
was prepar’rd
by partial
digestion
of M13mp2
DNA
(Gronenborn
&
Messing. 1978). prrparrd
from dearrtl
I?-aatrs RS described
hy (‘lrwell
& Helinski
(1969), with IlaelII
and preparative
agarosr gel rle~trophorrsis
of the resulting
fragments.
The position of the CRP-specific,
site is again located approximately
in the nliddle
of the fragment.
Sequence hyphens
have, brrn
omitted
for dad>
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Heraeus EPA-100 vacuum coating unit titted with a turbomolecular
pump, t’wo
electron beam evaporators
(Balzers, Leichtenst’ein)
and a quartz-crystal-film
thickness monitor (Nanotech, Manchester, U.K.). In some cases, we also employed
unidirectional
and bidirectional shadowing at an angle of 10”.
Samples containing the 2685 bp long fragment (which corresponds to a length
of 912.9 nm for B DNA) were mixed with glycerol (7 : 3, v/v) and sprayed on to a
freshly cleaved mica surface using a low-pressure
air gun (Tyler & Branton, 1980).
This approach was superior
to simple adsorption
or spreading,
since less
aggregation or collapse of the DNA occurred. The low air pressure also ensured a
reduced degree of fragmentat,ion. Electron micrographs were taken with a Philips
EM-300 microscope and prints at, 72.000 x magnificatiori
were employed for
contour length measurements
using a graphics tablet linked to a DEC20/40
caomputer. The dark field was produced by t,ilting the electron beam. Instrumental
magnification was controlled using catalase crystals.
The free 301 bp DNA fragment appeared under the electron microscope as a
straight or slightly curved short filament. adopting a variety of shapes (sigmoid,
(‘-shaped) with no single species predominating.
The cont*our length determined
from 150 individual filaments was 103( f 12) nm. which is in excellent agreement
with the calculated length of 102.3 nm (3.4 A x 301 bp) for B DNA.
Grids of samples containing
the 301 bp DNA fragment
complexes with
(*AMP. CRP showed approximately
45% DNA filaments without protein att’ached
and the same percentage of free protein part)icles. Tn c+ases where the protein was
bound to the DNA, this was either at one end (860,b) or in the middle of the DNA
filament (14%): Fig. 2). In most cases (88% out of 50) where the protein was
bound in t’he middle of the DNA: the filament adopted a V shape, with the apex
of the V located at the site of protein attachment. Similar V-shaped free DNA was
much less frequent (10% out of 500 DNA pieces counted). Since the specific site
for (‘RP is located in the middle of the 301 bp fragment, it is most likely that
binding at the ends is due to a non-specific process and only binding at the specific
site will be considered for further discussion.
The finding of predominantly
V-shaped complexes suggests that the CAMP. CRP complex does indeed induce
bending or kinking of DNA as has been proposed from electrophoretic
studies
(Wu & Crothers,
1984). Further
inspection of the electron micrographs
also
reveals t)hat the protein lies on top of the apex of the V with the DNA bent aw:ay
from the body of the protein.
In order to reduce the nonspecific binding to the ends of DNA fragments, we
employed a considerably larger DNA piece; namely. the 2685 bp fragment, which
also c.ontains the specific C’RP binding site in the middle (see Fig. 1). In this case.
t hc number of’ complexes with C’RP bound at the end of the DNA filament wa,s
chlearly reduced. Of those 1)s A filaments with protein attached, - 25yo contained
c.A,Zlf’. (‘RI’ bound in the middle of the - 1 pm filament at the location of the
specific target site (Fig. 3(a). (c). (e) and (f)). and - 7596 contained CAMP ’ CRP
bound elsewhere (Fig. 3(b) and (d)). This proportion
of specific to non-specific
bintling is as expected on the basis of theit, respective equilibrium
binding
caonst.ants (Takahashi et nl., 1983) taking into ac(*ount the large excess of noi~,
s1)ec~ihc~over specific sites (namely. each basepair can act as the st,art of a non-
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FIG. 3. Electron
micrographs
of the long (2685 bp) Dl;A fragment
with (‘RP prepared
by spraying
with W?,, (v/v) glycerol
and rotary
shadowing
with tungsten.
(a) and (b) are dark field images, (c) to
(f) are rewrsed
copies. The magnification
is in all cases 100.000 x (a). (c). (c), and (f) Specific DSA
binding
of CRP occurs in the middle of the DSA fragment.
whereas in (b) and (d) non-specifically
bound (‘RI’ is located in an eccentric position.
Since spraying
causes a small degree of fragmentation
of the DNA, we measured the length of the longer arm only: in (a), (c). (e). and (g) it was about 0.5 pm.
on thv average, but in cases of eccentrically
located CRP, the ratio of the lengths of the 2 arms of the
11X.4 was about 8 : 2 ((b) and (d)). The diagram in (g) shows how the angle of the kink was measured
in
t.hr vase shown in (a). The length of the horizontal
har in (al represents
100 nm.
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microscopy
is responsibl~~
f’or t hc anomalous
ctlectrophoretic
mobility
of I)n’A
fragments
containing
specifically
bound (‘RP (Kolb rt ~6.. 1983: (‘rothws
& Frird.
1983: Wu CyrCrot,hrrs,
198-C). Thr angle of the kink (Fig. 3(g)). though difficwlt t(r
measure, appears to vaq- hNw.wrl
30 and 16”. 1vhic.h is larger than the IY‘ and ~8
bends observed for th? IlW I mtl :! kinks, respec~tively. in the crystal struc~turr clt’
thrl EroRT
endonuc~leas;t,-~oli~orl~irleotid(,
cwrnpk~x (Frederic~k
ul rrl., 1984). This
larger kink, however, cxn be grnwated
rasily hy a series of smaller iu-phaw
hsds.
Tt should also be noted that tht, al)parent
variation
ill the angle of thfl kink is
partly due to the difTerrnt
\-icb\vs present
011 t hr supporting
film. Indeed. in a ii,\+,
(wes. IIO kink wultl
)Jc SW’II
as 1 tJv vita
}JI?Wiltc’d
u a,~ looking straight
down OII
the t)op of t,htt kink. I’ndoubtedly.
some of the distortions
are duel to thr> surfaw
tension forces acting during aiwlrying.
The functional
significanw
Of’lhr kiiik is unknown,
although
it is not difficult to
postulate
a role for it, For t’Si~Illplt~.
kinking
may be important
in sequencespecific recognition.
incwasinp
the r)umber
of protc+-IlKA
contacts.
This indwd
appears
to be the caw in the oryst,al structure
of the lilcoR1 . l)K\‘x complex
(Frederick
et nl., 19X4) and has been implicat,ed
for the (‘RP . I)Xc’?r and C’ro . DSA
cwmplexes on the basis of model building
studies (Steitz rf nl.. 1983: Ohlendorf
rt
crl.. 1982). In addit’ion.
in the, (WC of (‘RI’. kinking
ma\- help the formation
of
complexes
between RKA pol~lnc‘rtlsr
and promotrr,
1)NA. thrrehy
stimulating
thr,
initiation
of t~ranwription.
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Xotr added
in proof: After submission of this letter a detailed model of the specific
complex between CRP and B DKA. based on calculations of electrostatic potential energy
surfaces. was put forward (Weber, I. T. & Steitz. T. A. (1984) Proc. -Vat. Acad. Sci., Z’.S.A.
81. 3973-3977). In this model the DNA is bent round the body of the protein in contrast to
the electron microscopy findings. which clearly show that the DNA is bent away from the
body of the protein.

